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Home by Marilynne Robinson – Winner of the Orange Prize for Fiction 2009 
 
 
What makes an Orange Prize winner? Previous winners have included Bel Canto by Ann Patchett, 
Small Island by Andrea Levy, Half of a Yellow Sun by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, We Need to 
Talk about Kevin by Lionel Shriver and The Road Home by Rose Tremain. All of these were 
exceptionally good novels. How would we feel about Home? Would we agree with the judges? I 
was intrigued to find out. 
 
Home prompted very different responses. Three groups were generally negative. To my 
amazement, members of our fourth group were almost unanimously enthusiastic.  
Comments included:  

• “Wonderful- my favourite book this year”  

• “exceedingly boring-  all 329 pages” 

• “The theological themes were interesting but it was very slow.” 

• “ I hated the book - I kept waiting for something to happen.- I didn’t finish”  

• “The style was beautiful but it was such a sad story – I felt quite depressed reading it.”  

• “I was entertained – but Jack was the only person I liked - he was a real human being.”  

• “I could identify with being the child of a minister - I  wish I had had some of the conversations 
that Glory and Jack have with their father.”  

• “I liked the slow pace very much indeed- for me it mirrored life - how families can take a long 
time to resolve issues - how discussions take place while cooking and gardening and doing 
other ordinary domestic things.” 
 

Now here are some comments from the fourth group: 
 

• “The language and pace reminded me of “To Kill A Mockingbird” 

• “I particularly liked the idea. It’s not so usual to have a story about a clergyman’s family.” 

• “Robinson has a particular skill in creating atmosphere.” 

• “A very moving story, although the issues covered – in particular alcoholism – were seen from 
the perspective of the fifties rather than the 21st century. They are still as relevant today.” 

• “How the brother and sister gradually open up to each other struck a chord with me.” 

• “Having rejected my Calvinist background, I found the theme of predestination challenging. Can 
someone change, or are things immutable.” 

• “The character ‘Glory’ is vividly portrayed through powerful dialogue.” 

• “A very believable depiction of the period” 

• “Sometimes I was bored. Sometimes angry: the controlling father seemed TOO controlling”  
 
Georgina Harding’s comment to me on Home: 
 “One thing I find extraordinary about M Robinson's writing is the rhythm and cadence of 
it, some soft mesmeric American voice planting the images in your mind. I just wonder 
whether it might not work so well for people who don't have English as a first language? 
 
 
In 2006 we read Gilead, Robinson’s Pullitzer prize winning novel. Since then many new members 
have joined who have not read Robinson before. Home is meant to stand alone. But as it is set in 
the small Iowan town Gilead and features some of the same characters from a different 



perspective, it was a little frustrating for some readers. Should they have read Gilead first? Were 
they missing out by not having done so?  
 
In retrospect, it was a definite advantage to have read Gilead first. Gilead is told from the point of 
view of the Reverend John Ames, who is a minor character in Home. Home is told from Glory 
Boughton’s perspective, a minor character in Gilead. The most important character in both novels 
is Jack Boughton, the black sheep of a very religious family. Robert Boughton, Jack and Glory’s 
aging father, is also a pastor like Ames, but Presbyterian not Congregationalist.  
 
Boughton’s faltering health has brought Glory, the youngest of his eight children and recently 
abandoned by a deceitful fiancé, home to Gilead. The big, vine-covered house, in Glory’s 
childhood an emblem of the family’s prosperity and fertility, holds on to the ghost of its former 
vitality.  
 
“The furniture and the damage done to it in the course of the old robust domestic life were all still 
there,” she observes. “And the old books.” 
 
Old life, old books, old habits. Glory makes herself settle into a world as worn and comfortable as 
the title of the book. But for her, what is near and dear - an older brother, say, or a scrap of 
textbook history, or home itself - can also be mysterious. 
 
 “What a strange old book it was,” Glory thinks as she reads the Bible, a daily practice she 
maintains partly to keep some connection to that “old life” of habitual piety she knew growing up in 
a minister’s household, and partly out of a deeper religious feeling.  
 
(“Faith for her was habit and family loyalty, a reverence for the Bible which was also out of 
admiration for her mother and father. And then that thrilling quiet of which she had never felt any 
need to speak.”)  
 
She knows the Bible inside out, but she discovers that still it has the power to haunt and surprise 
her. 
 
 “I will open my mouth in a parable,” she reads, “I will utter dark sayings of old, which we have 
heard and known, and our fathers have told us.” 
 
It suggests that familiar stories and pieces of wisdom can nonetheless be obscure, even sinister or 
magical, in their lessons and meanings. Robinson’s prose  impresses with its simplicity while 
seeming at the same time full of troubling implications.  
 
Most of what might be called the action in Home consists of the movements of a few characters - 
Glory, her father and her brother Jack - around their grand old house, from kitchen to living room, 
from garden to porch. They speak with sometimes strained politeness as they busy themselves 
with mundane domestic tasks. But facts of “difficult, ordinary life” feel, in Robinson’s hand, like 
profundities. This is not to everyone‘s taste and requires a degree of patience and understanding. 
And many of us were lacking in both. 
 
The nostalgic picture Robinson paints of the Mid-West small-town of a half-century ago is 
appealing. There are pancakes in the morning and chicken and dumplings for Sunday dinner. The 
local grocer makes deliveries. A battered DeSoto sits in what used to be the Boughton’s horse 
barn, and television is a novelty which has not yet become a daily habit. For entertainment, Jack 



and Glory play draughts, there are hymns at the piano, with an occasional selection from the 
American songbook thrown in. Boughton is leaning toward voting for Eisenhower in the coming 
election – reminding us of the period setting.. 
 
Is Robinson aiming to expose religious hypocrisy ? Or to uncover dark secrets that simmer 
beneath the placid surface of small-town life ? When Robinson writes that 
 
“complacency was consistent with the customs and manners of Presbyterian Gilead and was 
therefore assumed to be justified in every case,” she is not scoring an easy, sarcastic point. There 
is real kindness and generosity in the town, and its people are accordingly tolerant and charitable. 
Reverend Boughton embodies this forgiving, welcoming spirit. In his preaching days, Glory recalls, 
 
 “he did mention sin, but it was rarefied in his understanding of it, a matter of acts and omissions 
so common-place that no one could be wholly innocent of them or especially alarmed by them, 
either -  the uncharitable thought, the neglected courtesy, even the most virtuous, were in no 
position to pass judgment on anyone else, not on the sly or the incorrigible, not on those who 
trouble the peace of their families, not on those who might happen to have gotten their names in 
the newspaper in the past week.” 
 
Lurking between these lines is the figure of Jack Boughton, who in his youth did nothing but 
trouble the peace of his family, and of other families as well. A rebel, his crowning disgrace was 
getting a young farm girl pregnant and abandoning her and their child to a fate that could not be 
redeemed by the guilty charity of other Boughtons. Ames, in “Gilead,” remembers the young Jack 
as a mean--spirited trickster, his transgressions motivated at best by the complete absence of any 
sense of responsibility and at worst by a pure and unaccountable malice. But old Boughton, whose 
love for his prodigal son never wavered even as it caused him endless grief, suspects that Jack’s 
bad behaviour arose from a primal, unfathomable sense of estrangement. A lack of belonging. 
 
“I just never knew another child who didn’t feel at home in the house where he was born,” he says. 
“I always felt it was sadness I was dealing with, a sort of heavyheartedness.” 
 
That sorrow is still evident in the 43-year-old Jack, who returns from his long time away with the 
cautious air of “a stranger unsure of his welcome.” He arrives hung over, but his evident 
alcoholism may only be the symptom of a deeper affliction, one that Home invites us to think about 
in explicitly theological terms. When he asks his father: 
 
“Do you think some people are intentionally and irretrievably consigned to perdition?” it is clear that 
he has pre-destination in mind.  Jack’s spiritual condition might explain his loneliness and 
estrangement in the bosom of such a warm and blessed family. More probably the fact that his 
mother was unable to bond with him when he was born would have set him apart. Also as we 
discussed, it is most often the deepest thinker in a family, who challenges and questions their 
parents‘ values, who rebel and are perceived as the black sheep.  
 
But Jack is a very likable man, for all of his failings, he is the only member of the family who seems 
concerned about the racial inequalities of his time. Even though the town of  Gilead was 
established by abolitionists of slavery  - In Gilead in 1956, the problem of race only seems to 
trouble Jack Boughton. He and his father watch the news from Montgomery, Alabama:  
 
 “On the screen white police with riot sticks were pushing and dragging black demonstrators. There 
were dogs.”  but the reverend is unmoved: “In six months nobody will remember one thing about 



it,” he says. Later, he declares that “the coloured people” are “creating problems and obstacles for 
themselves with all this - commotion.” He sees no particular connection between that distant 
commotion and local history, in which he takes little interest apart from observing that “there was a 
lot of what you might call fanaticism around here in the early days.” 
 
In  “Gilead” we learnt that during his 20-year exile Jack met a black woman and had a child with 
her. His return to Gilead is mainly an attempt to discover if the town might be a suitable home for a 
mixed-race family. In 1956, there are “no coloured people in Gilead,” but it has not always been 
that way. They left after their church was burned, even though Ames remembers the arson as “a 
little nuisance fire” that happened long ago. And Ames’s “shabby old town” is a place where a 
black family is afraid to be out on the road when the sun goes down. 
 
The most moving and rewarding part of Home is the growing understanding between a brother and 
a sister. At the heart of the novel is Glory’s love for Jack and her determination to forgive and to 
make contact with him. We all felt sorry for Glory, her dream had been to have a house and 
children of her own. Instead, as the unattached youngest daughter, she has had to return home to 
nurse her ailing father. Her freedom  
is to be limited from the moment she steps back over the threshold. ( rather like a prison) She had 
had the courage to leave home and have an independent life as a teacher, had believed in her 
fiance and their future together. She eventually throws hundreds of his love letters and a cheap 
ring down a drain and accepts that it is over. She has discovered that he is already married. 
 
Those of us who persevered with the book were most touched by Glory’s dilemma. And we all 
liked Jack very much. The ending was most frustrating - introducing Jack‘s mysterious woman 
Delia to us and then only devoting a few pages to her. Perhaps the next book will be from Delia’s 
perspective. But how many of us will want to read another novel about Gilead? I‘m not sure.  
 
And was Home a worthy winner of the Orange prize? A majority said NO. But we are not literary 
judges for prestigious awards for fiction, and a vocal minority loved it.  Certainly Home does stand 
out from most contemporary American novels. But it requires patience and determination – unless 
one is already a Marilynne Robinson fan. 
 
Recommended: A gentle, tender novel about families, love, death and faith. A portrayal of small 
town America in the fifties. Beautifully written but not to everyone‘s taste. However, an excellent 
choice for prompting heated discussions in reading groups – as we found! 
 
Jan Bild, Berlin intercultural reading groups. 
 


